Sprint Command Center 2.0: Control. On Command.

Control M2M provisioning, billing, device and service management
– from one central, secure portal
Machine to machine (M2M) connectivity is the
next frontier in business efficiency.
In an M2M world, devices as diverse as utility meters,
signboards, cameras, remote sensors, appliances
and smartphones can be interconnected over wireless
connections, and share data to support a variety
of new uses and achieve increased efficiencies.
But with that efficiency comes the complexity of managing
hundreds, thousands or even millions of devices. That’s
where you need Sprint Command Center 2.0.
What is Sprint Command Center 2.0?
Sprint Command Center 2.0 is a centralized, secure,
self-service portal that lets you manage all of your
M2M devices and services in one place. By giving you
control over M2M devices, it dramatically simplifies the
provisioning, billing, management, and development
of your M2M solutions.
Why Sprint?
Sprint has a long and successful history of developing
M2M solutions. More importantly, you won’t find
a Command Center like ours anywhere else. It’s unique
to Sprint - because our M2M solutions are uniquely
positioned to meet your needs.

Connected World named Sprint one of the most
important and influential providers of M2M solutions
for nine consecutive years.
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One Solution, Many Benefits
Sprint Command Center 2.0 makes the job of M2M
device management much easier in three key ways:
1. Easy Provisioning
Whether you’re connecting a single device type or
thousands of different devices, Sprint Command Center
2.0 gives you the power to easily implement automated
or ‘on-the-fly’ device management features, such as
activations, deactivations, suspensions and more.
You can pre-set activations based on usage, time
based or type of usage thresholds. Also, when it comes
to conducting remote testing of devices in the field,
you can even wake up a powered-down device using
our unique “shoulder-tap” technology.
2. Flexible Billing
Sprint Command Center 2.0 offers dynamic rate
plan capabilities and flexible pooling arrangements.
It provides a Business Rules Engine for device billing,
giving you greater control over costs by allowing you
to set multiple types of customized billing triggers.
For example, you can set a device’s assigned billing
plan to start only when a pre-defined usage
threshold is reached.
3. Powerful Policy Management and Tracking
Our wide selection of policy enforcement tools let you
manage your devices based on their unique needs –
whether by time of day, geography, usage limit,
or something else. You can also gain visibility of your
connected business thanks to our robust capabilities,
and benefit from secure VPN connectivity, private
or dynamic static IP addresses and many other
security features.

Sprint: Your Provider for M2M Solutions
M2M opens up new and transformational ways to connect
people, devices and systems – creating great opportunities
for your business. And with Sprint Command Center 2.0,
you can manage it all easily from a single, robust, secure,
self-service platform.
Additional key features and benefits include:
• Quick, convenient management
of M2M devices and services
• Secure platform with built-in encrypted
VPN security standard for protected access
• Simple, remote control of key management tasks
• Flexible billing and usage capabilities
• Real-time alerts, automatic triggers and notifications
to ensure robust device management
• Extensive reporting to support real-time
assessment and on-going solution optimization
• Easy integration with existing infrastructure
and applications via open APIs

Let’s chat
For more information on Sprint Command
Center 2.0 call us at 877-633-1102 or visit
www.sprint.com/m2mcommandcenter
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